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Troubleshooting

Robot Technology Robot Math Robot Science

Solve various missions and 

learn to accomplish them by yourself.

Programming

Learn the programming structures and 

commands to write your own program.

Problem Solving

Understand hardware and software features to 

accomplish missions during competitions.

Study the robot’s characteristics and 

maneuvering algorithms in various ways.  

Then, find application in real life.

Each BIOLOID STEM project is divided into 3 phases.

Introduce your robot

Understand the robot’s construction and 

features, and understand its functions.

Make your robot

Parts are illustrated in 3 dimensions for 

easy assembly.

Features and 
           usage of this book.

Think about it

Observe and explore the robot’s structural features; 

then build and start your robot.

Understand the robot’s algorithm and 

learn the robot’s command program.

로봇을 통해 다양한 미션을 수행하고 문제를 창의적으로 해결하는 단계
Accomplish a variety of missions with your robot and 

creatively solve problems.
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Introduction to

the robot’s technical

aspects and 

latest technology.

Explore the principles and 

theory of mathematics 

behind the robot.

Improve your scientific 

thinking by combining 

the robot and 

principles of science 

learned in classrooms.

Basic Phase

Applications Phase

Practical Phase

START

Object Detected?

Detect object
for 3 seconds

NO

NO

Forward
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Sample of robots optimized for 
contest in each project

Standard series

Expansion series

STEM Index 

Expansion series

Bug Fighter Robot Line Tracer Avoider

Transporter Robot Probe Robot Beetle Gripper Robot

Walking Droid Cannon Shooter Robot 

Pushing contests

Black-line tracing and 

obstacle-processing contests

Obstacle avoidance while 

walking contests

Object-gathering and

ball-launching contests

Obstacle avoidance and 

object-lifting contests

Ball-grabbing and 

passing contests

Tracing the black line contest Obstacle avoidance contest

Chapter 1

Chapter Subject Book 1

Technology Waiter robot

Path detection

Stacking and queuing

4-bar linkage motion

IR Sensor setting

“Force” in scientific sense

Endless turn

Relation between angles and 
movement

Relation between force and width

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter Subject Book 2

Chapter 4 Technology Unmanned vehicle

Measuring traveled distance

Centrifugal and centripetal [forces]

Musician robot 

Exponential numbers

Elements of sound

Steering mechanism

Steering ratio

Differential gears

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Unmanned car/vehicle

Circumference of shapes

Elements of a robot

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 7

Chapter Subject Book 1

Chapter 8 Technology Painter robot

Relation between traveled distance 
and angles

Combination of force

Surveillance robot

Relation between direct proportion
and inverse proportion

Robots’s movement and speed

Wireless communication

Ratio

Flash memory

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 9

Chapter 10

Life guard robot

The width of a shape

“Work” in science

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 11

Chapter Subject Book 2

Chapter 12 Technology Robot arm

Space coordinates

Robot arm and nerve structure

Biped robot

Friction

Principle of bipedal motion

6 legged walking robot

Axial symmetry and axis of symmetry

Bio-Mimetic engineering

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 13

Chapter 14

Voice recognition

Function

Conditional reflection

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 15

Catapults and missiles

Elastic force and distance

Law of energy conservation

Technology

Math

Science

Chapter 16

Standard series
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Precautions

2. Motor ID Check

4. Sample program

3. Sensor check

To check sensor ports and anomalies, input (proximity, sound) signals to

the appropriate sensor and check the AUX LED for blinking.

After verifying each ID, press the START button to operate the sample program.

Once in check assembly mode, press the button on the controller to verify the ID. 

The selected motor’s LED will blink and place itself into its initial position.

U button : increases ID +1 and D button : decreases ID -1

2. Rivet

3. Etc.

1. Dynamixel

pin pinhole Rivet

For directions or details on motion errors or warning sounds (assembly problem, 

battery issues), please refer to the e-Manual.  

(e-Manual : http://support.robotis.com) 

Rivets can easily be inserted into plates without nuts and bolts.

Inset nut, as illustrated in pictures, using a screwdriver. 

During frame attachment ensure correct location of upper horn and lower markers.

Each BIOLOID STEM sample program includes a check assembly function. 

Once assembly is completed, check the assembly using the method below.

U

D
L R

U

D
L R

U

D
L R

Connect pinhole

first then 

attach pin.

Check Assembly Guide

Press the             button until the melody sounds to enter check assembly mode. 

Pressing the U button checks whether the robot can move straight.

1. Check Assembly Mode

START
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Programming Guide
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48Standard
1

1. Robot following orders in sequence

2. Bugbot knows how to win the battle

3. Tumbler robot maneuvering rough terrain

Standard
2

Expansion
1

Expansion
2

Standard
1

Download ROBOPLUS Motion

Download ROBOPLUS Task

Each project of the BIOLOID STEM includes a sample program. 

Download programs using the guide below.

Choose ‘Automatic Search,’ and 

the controller will auto-select communication port.

Click on the download icon or press the F6 key. 

After program is downloaded click the OK button

Choose ‘Automatic Search,’ and 

the controller will auto-select the communication port.

Click on the connect icon to 

connect to controller.

Click on the download icon or press the F6 key. 

2. Select communication port

2. Connect the robot

3. Download

3. Download

You can obtain sample task and motion files at e-Manual. 

http://support.robotis.com

1. Connect controller

1. Connect controller

Connect the controller to the PC’s USB port as shown 

in the image

Connecting the controller

8. Draw a Circle Using Penbot
9. Probing Robot Grabs a Ball
10. Robot Porter Avoiding Obstacles
11. Lift and Carry Objects

12. Robotic Arm Sorting Objects
13. Editing Motion for Biped Robot 
14. Hexapod Alternating Legs
15. Penguinbot Greeting & Clapping 
16. Cannon Ball Shooter

4. Finding a critical path for robot

5. Perform composition / player
6. Motorcycle steering for balance
7. Smart car avoiding obstacles and cliffs

1. Robot following orders in sequence
2. Bugbot knows how to win the battle
3. Navigating and maneuvering
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1-1 [Basic Phase] Create a command-based moving robot

1-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm that stores and executes sequential commands

1-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively accomplish missions with the sequential command robot

Learning 

Objectives!

1. Robot following 
    orders in sequence

Robot remembers the order of the pressed buttons 

and moves accordingly to that order.

A sequential 

command robot?

Entrance

Exit

???

Basic Phase 1-1

Sequential Command Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot
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The cup supply device provides cups when needed for a drink.

After the cup is in place and the button is pressed, the device releases 

one cup at a time. 

When it runs out of cups, cups are resupplied through the upper 

cavity. There is one exit and entrance for the cup to move. This is a 

first-in first-out (FIFO) principle.

A printer’s paper supply always provides the uppermost piece 

of paper first for printing. 

The same FIFO principle can be applied to the sequential 

command robot.

Let’s find some real life examples that use such order.

The staples in a stapler come out in order. 

1-1 Basic Phase 

1. Think about it

1
Planning

Stapling 
process
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This type of command order is called ‘sequential command processing.’ 

A sequential command robots processes commands in the order they are entered. 

Let’s make a robot that can move according to the movement information.

Find out what parts are required

   A rotating motor (wheel) for motion.

  Assemble the motors on both left and right sides; the robot will go forward, left, right, 

and backward.

A robot can be considered a device capable of handling complex tasks. In order for the robot 

to take care of such complex tasks, it must detect and handle various situations. 

However, there are also robots that only perform simple tasks based on sequential commands.

2. Introduce your robot

Extra dry

Cupboard dry

Iron dry

1200
800
500

Rinse hold

Spin Automatic
dry

Prewash

Off Cottons
Spin

Rinses

Easy iron

Wool
Drain

Extra
Rinse

Drying

Start/Pause
Power

30

20

40

50
60

7080

90
10

   Command input button

  The directional buttons of the CM-530 are required to move robot in the desired directions.

1-1

Sequential Command Robot

U

D
L R

Forward

Backward/Reverse

RightLeft
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BATTERY BOX PARALLEL 
POWER BOARD

DUAL BRACKET-S(K)

PLATE 10X8 PLATE 5X12(GR) PLATE 5X9(GR) PLATE 3X7(GR) PLATE 3X5(GR)

L JOINT R JOINT RIVET(GR) RIVET(Y)

CASTER

1. Parts required 

2
Let’s get started!

1-1 Basic Phase 



1-1

Sequential Command Robot

WAIT! Read before assembling.

2. Building a robot

BAT-CABLE

Make sure to distinguish between the longer and shorter part of the 
Dual Bracket-S(K)  during assembly.

When attaching  to ID #1, double-check the upper and lower assembly 
locations.

 Make sure to assemble the cable  connected to ID #1 to ID #2 before 
assembly.

When assembling the nut , be sure to use the sticker to fix it in place.

Make sure the joint’s teeth engage each other.

15



13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

PLATE 10X8

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

DUAL BRACKET-S(K)

RIVET(Y)

L JOINT

PLATE 5X12(GR)

CASTER

R JOINT

RIVET(Y)

1-1 Basic Phase 16
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

Sequential Command Robot 17
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

18 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

BATTERY BOX

BATTERY BOX

PLATE 10X8

RIVET(GR)

1-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

19

R JOINT

L JOINT

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(Y)
PLATE 5X9(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 3X5(GR)

RIVET(GR)
PLATE 5X9(GR)

PLATE 3X7(GR)

PLATE 3X5(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PARALLEL POWER BOARD

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

Sequential Command Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

20 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

BAT-CABLE

RIVET(Y)

1-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

21Sequential Command Robot
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    -  Download BIO_STEM_Sequence Racer 1_EN.tsk to the robot.

    -  Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move the LED to PLAY .

       Press START  to being the program.

3. Robot in motion

Download Sample Program

Observe the movements

Now let’s see how the sequential command robot moves.

Observe the robot’s traveled distance and rotation.

     Let’s see what happens when you press the D L RU  buttons

BUTTON COMMAND ROBOT MOVEMENT

U Forward Plays melody for 1 second while moving forward

D Backwards Plays melody for 1 second while moving backward

L Left Turn Plays melody while making a 90-degree left turn

R Right Turn Plays melody while making a 90-degree right turn

None pressed Stop Stops motors #1 and #2

Robot Action

1-1 Basic Phase 

U

D
L R

Forward

Backwards/reverse

Pivot rightPivot left

(               )cm (               )   (Degrees)

BUTTONU BUTTONR
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Make the robot follow the arrowed lines as shown below; 

fill in the boxes with the buttons required

How many times did you press the forward button for the sequential 

command robot to reach the turning point?

[Basic Phase] The sequential-command robot is button-dependent. Can you 

input all the buttons prior to robot motion to make it follow the same path?

Just a thought!

1-1

Sequential Command Robot

Forward (U button)                            times Backwards (D button)                            times 

Left turn (L button)                            times Right turn (R button)                             times

Observe the robot’s motion and record the number of times each directional command is 

required.

Can the robot turn as it approaches the turning point? 

If it can’t, explain your reason below.
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1. Problem solving

Human spatial perception uses the rules and status of an object to know the size, location, 

direction and aspects of space. In a football match a player watches the opponent before 

passing the ball, and a driver looks for empty space to park a car. These are both possible 

thanks to our perception of space. The image below is created using the same sized blocks. 

There are two empty portions that use the same blocks. Look above, below, and sideways to 

see which shape fills up empty spaces.

The right maze has a missing portion. 

Draw the missing shape in the empty space.

A pretty necklace is shown here. 

Draw corresponding shapes in the empty spaces below.

(A)

(A)

(B)

(B)

3
Activities

1-1 Basic Phase 

Problem 1

Problem 2
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Among invention techniques there’s a process that involves adding. 

Adding can be defined as 2 or more objects being put together to form a more useful single 

object. The sample below illustrates what happens when you combine 2 different objects. Draw 

and write the characteristics of an item that you want to invent by using this adding method.

Robot Name : Traceable Robot

Robot Name : 

1-1

Layout

Layout

Sequential Command Robot

Connect the pen to the front part of the robot.

Each time the robot moves, the robot will trace its path. 

This robot can be used to draw tracks in the field or different shapes.

Characteristics

Characteristics

Sample
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Applications Phase 1-2

Sequential Command Robot

Learning robot programming

Digital

Door Lock

Digital

Door Lock2. Learn the technology behind robots

When eating at restaurants, we scan through the menu before ordering. The cooks prepare 

the food in the order it was received, and the waiter delivers in the same order.

The food must be delivered in the be delivered in the same order that is was requested. 

How would you feel if there was a robot that could do this at rush hours?

A robot called “CAFERO” from a company called Yujin Robot 

takes orders in cafes and restaurants and serves customers too. 

The customer orders food from their table using the menu on 

the robot, then it’s prepared in the kitchen. 

While waiting for the food “CAFERO” entertains the customers 

with music and games, and delivers the food when ready.

This robot can not only deliver food in the correct order, but it 

can take orders and serve food, just like a human waiter.

The image on the right is of a robot doing 

repetitive tasks for humans. 

This robot arm processes a set of commands 

without forgetting the forgetting the order 

programmed.

The function of this robot arm is to assemble 

arriving objects, weld designated parts in 

order, move objects from below to the 

next row, etc. 

As technologies evolve, robot arms doing 

repetitive task will be able to assist humans 

in more sophisticated work. 

1-1 Basic Phase 
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Applications Phase 1-2

Sequential Command Robot

Learning robot programming

Digital

Door Lock

Digital

Door Lock
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1. Think about it.

There are some white balls on the conveyor belt at regular distances that need to be 

colored. If the colors blue, red, yellow, and green are inputted into the robot commands in 

order; the robot will color the balls accordingly. 

The robot could color the 4 different colors in the correct order and repeats this task.

What remembers a command and moves in the same order (like the robot coloring the ball)?

1
Program Basics

Red, Yellow, and Green light change at regular time or commands.Traffic Signal

1-2 Applications Phase 
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Let’s look into the algorithm for the sequential command robot.

First, here’s the algorithm for the [Basic Phase].

The algorithm for [Application Phase]

Stands by for the button input then 

carries out command.

Stores 5 continuous 

commands 

then carries out 

command.

2. Let’s find out about algorithms

1-2

Sequential Command Robot
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1. Let’s learn programming

The program for [Applications Phase] is depicted in the steps below.

2
Programming

1-2 Applications Phase 

In , waits for buttons U, D, L, or R to be pushed by user then saves input in variable 

named “button”.

In , program saves in variables ‘button_1’ through ‘button_5’ the actual button 

that was pushed by the user in order.

In , when START  is pushed, the inner endless loop is exited so that the robot can 

proceed to move according the sequence of buttons inputted.

In , robot moves according to the command input sequence (Button_1~Button_5)
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Executions are done according to the inputs order for the sequential command robot.

The label “Combination movement” saves the 

5 different movement methods and executes 

them sequentially.

There are functions related to different 

movements which are “Forward” “Backwards” 

“Pivot left” and “Pivot right.”

1-2

Sequential Command Robot
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Application 
Description

Let’s learn about the command called “conditional standby” used in the sequential command 

robot. The algorithm used in the sequential command robot in the [Applications Phase] 

allows the input of several commands at one time. As seen in the previous pages, the robot 

needs to standby while the buttons are being input, and the command used during this  

     waiting period is the “conditional standby.”

Conditional Stand by is made up of an operator that 

compares the command name and 2 parameters. 

If the conditional clause in the parenthesis is TRUE, 

it stands by; if it is FALSE, it proceeds to the next 

command. 

Standby can be interpreted into different meanings. 

Here we are referring to carrying out a command. 

There are two types of operators, comparison 

operator and logical operator. The comparison 

operator compares the value of two parameters. 

The command above uses the U button as a 

conditional state, so when the U button is pressed, 

it stands by, and when a different button is pressed, 

it becomes FALSE and quits waiting. Comparing two 

parameters is referred to as a conditional clause.

    

Something that represents a 

relationship is referred to as 

“variable.” This is the variable 

parameter where users can 

input various devices and 

commands.

    

Conditional clause is used to 

represent results by either 

TRUE or FALSE. 

TRUE is when a condition is 

met, and FALSE is when a 

condition is not met. 

== : When 2 value are the same, it is TRUE.

!=  : When 2 value are different, it is FALSE

>=  : If comparison value 1 or 
        greater or equal to comparison value 2, it is TRUE

>    : If comparison value 1 is greater than 

        comparison value 2, it is TRUE

<=  : If comparison value 1 is less or equal to 
        comparison value 2, it is TRUE

<    : If comparison value 1 is less than 
        comparison value 2, it is TRUE

Type of Comparison Operator

What is a parameter?

What is a conditional clause?

1-2 Applications Phase 

Comparison Operator

Compared Parameter 1 Compared Parameter 2
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Application 
Description

Because we can not predict which button will be pressed in the 

[Applications Phase], operator “II”(i.e. OR) will be used.

② OR (II) : This logical operation requires at least 

one condition to be TRUE and equals to a parallel 

connection of 2 switches

Let’s learn about the results of a logical operator

① AND (&&) : This logical operation requires 

both conditions to be TRUE and equals to a series 

connection of 2 switches

Depending on the conditional stand, two or more 

conditions can be compared with the “&&,” (i.e. AND) 

operator.

Above the conditional stand will standby only if both 

A  and B  are TRUE. 

Connection of two or more conditions is referred to as 

“logical operator.”

1-2

Switch 1 Switch 2 Light Bulb

open open off

open closed off

closed open off

closed closed off

Switch 1 Switch 2 Light Bulb

open open off

open closed off

closed open off

closed closed on

Sequential Command Robot

Type of Connection Operator

Serial Switch Electronic Circuit

Parallel Switch Electronic Circuit

A B

then : Does not connect any conditional clause

&& : Operates logical AND with the results of 
          two conditional clauses

    : Operates logical OR with the results of 
          two conditional clauses

=
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Now let’s see how the sequential command robot moves.

          Download Sample Program

          Download BIO_STEM_Sequence Racer2_EN.tsk to robot.

          Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

          Press START  to begin

          Robot Action

          Make a long forward then backward movement

            Input 2 consecutive forward command, then press START  to execute 2 forward

 movements.  

            Input 2 consecutive backward command, then press START  to execute 2 backward                            

 movements. 

          Make a big left and right turn

  Input 2 consecutive left turn commands, then press START  to execute two 90’ left turns.

  Input 2 consecutive right turn commands, then press START  to execute two 90’ right turns.

Making a ㄱ shaped turn.

Place your robot down to 

make a ㄱ shaped turn like 

in the image on the right.

2. Make the robot move

Observe the movements 

＋ ＋ ＋ STARTRU U

1-2 Applications Phase 

＋ ＋ STARTU U

＋ ＋ STARTD DU U D D

＋ ＋ STARTL L

＋ ＋ STARTR R

R

R

L

L

R
U

U
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1. Problem Solving

The program below is a portion from the sequential command robot.

The number in the box represents the speed or distance the robot moves.

1-2

3
Program Application

Sequential Command Robot

Download the revised program to your robot and test it. The forward and backward 

distances should be shorter, and the turning angle should be smaller as well. 

(               )cm (               )   (Degrees)

BUTTONU BUTTONR

    Change the number so that the robot can make shorter forward and backward moves..

    Simply reduce the value of the left and right motor.

    Change the angle of the left and right turn.

    Simply reduce the value of the turning time.
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Did you notice the short-term period between the connecting maneuvers? 

Do you think there is a way to make the maneuvers blend in a smoother way?

By changing the speed and angle, we saw the robot move more accurately than in the [Basic 

Phase]. Now, revise your program to perform the mission below. 

Park your car in the shaded area in front of the box and fill in the boxes with the buttons 

used to move the robot in this path.

Just a thought!

No

No

Place a plate next to your robot and make the robot make 180-degree turn. 

How many times were the U  and L  buttons pressed?

1-2 Applications Phase 

180 º  

BUTTONU

BUTTONL
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Let’s think of a different way to input commands for the sequential command 

robot. The sequential robot can be used in different environments if we could 

input commands in various other ways. Draw another input devices and write down its 

characteristics. 

1-2

Sequential Command Robot

Robot Name :  Coordinate Input Robot

Robot Name : 

Layout

Layout

Add a dial function that enables numbers on the robot.

By entering numbers on the left and right side, 

the robot can move to the designated locations.

Characteristics

Characteristics

Sample

(1,1) (1,2) (1,3)

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3)

(3,1) (3,2) (3,3)
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2. Robot Math

Take a look at the above uneven-numbered checkerboards. There is always a close-loop 

curve for the path that the robot took. Now, if the odd numbered checkerboard is changed 

to an even numbered board. Try again.

When it is 2x2 (4 boxes, even) or 4x4 (16 boxes, even), the robot can pass all the boxes and return home.

When it is 3x3 (9 boxes, odd) or 5x5 (25 boxes, odd), the robot can not pass all the boxes and return home.

Observe the shown paths and find the interesting mathematical principles involved. 

Make the robot move one block at a time in this checkerboard like path. 

The robot is not permitted to move around at already traveled blocks.

3×3 -1→ 8 blocks(Even)

1 2 3

1

2

3

5×5 -1→ 24 blocks(Even)

1 2 3 4 5

1

2

3

4

5

Practical Phase 1-3

Sequential Command Robot

Creatively solve problems

Exit

Entrance①②③

???

1-2 Applications Phase 

2×2 Checker path 3×3 Checker path

4×4 Checker path 5×5 Checker path
This square has 

2 horizontally and 

2 vertically laid boxes. 

There are 4 total. (2x2)

1 2
horizontal

ve
rtica

l 

1

2

Hint
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1-2

순차명령로봇

Practical Phase 1-3

Sequential Command Robot

Creatively solve problems

Exit

Entrance①②③

???
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How do you travel unknown roads or paths?

You can look at a map or ask people who know the area for 

directions. A navigation system (on right) guides you to your 

destination using stored data. What would you do if the 

navigation system led you to a dead end?

The information on the navigation system could be outdated or wrong.

If you input the wrong information in the [Practical Phase] program, the robot could 

encounter the same situation due to its algorithm. 

Let’s think of some examples that we encounter in life.

1. Think about it.

1
Basics of problem solving 

When a subway arrives late or takes a different track, it could 

be due to the computer that guides the subway.
Subway

1-3 Practical Phase
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            Make the robot do a ㄷ motion.

  Place the robot as in the image, then press the L L STARTU U U＋ ＋ ＋＋ ＋                                                                

sequence to make a ㄷ turn.

1-3

Remember the short-term period between the connecting movements in the [Applications 

Phase]. In this [Practical Phase] the goal is to make the robot move smoothly.

Sequential Command Robot

    - Download BIO_STEM_Sequence Racer3_EN.tsk to robot.

    -  Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

       Press START  to begin

Download Sample Program

           Make the robot do a ㄱ motion.

  Place the robot as in the Figure below, then press the STARTRU U＋ ＋ ＋  sequence 

to make a ㄱ turn. You will notice that the robot moves smoothly compared to the 

[Applications Phase] without pauses.

R

U

USTART

START

U

U

U

L

L

Robot Action

2. Let’s look into the robot’s movements
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Title : Eliminate the Obstacle

1. Play a game

If there is a dangerous object in a public area. Use the sequential command robot to 

eliminate the object by moving the object to a safe place.

 Game Method

 Like in the above right image, measure the distance traveled in 1 second.

  Move the two laid out in the front and on the right side to a safe place to win  

this game.

 Game Rules

  Judge places down the cups, and the participant places down the robot and 

inputs the buttons.

 The input commands must be within 5 buttons.

 Cup must be placed fully inside the safe zone.

 Robots can not be handled after starting.

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the design of the robot to enable it to carry/touch an object.

 (The gripper or device pushing the object must not be wider than the robot.)

 The program of the robot can be modified.

2
Troubleshooting

1-3 Practical Phase

(             )cm
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Title : Bowling Game

Use the sequential command robot to knock down the sticks like bowling.

 Game Method

 Knock down as many sticks to win.

 Game Rules

 Do a 1vs1 or 2vs2 game.

 2 chances will be allowed just like in real bowling. 

      For 1vs1, do two consecutive trials.

 For 2vs2, take alternate turns.

 Command input method.

 First run, must be done within 3 inputs.

 Second run, must be done within 5 inputs.

 Set the distance of the sticks so that she sticks do not fall down like dominos.

 Set the sticks and robot apart within a 1-second distance.

 The starting line must be from the front, not from the sides.

 10 Points per sticks.

 3 rounds (2 runs x 3 rounds) will be played and points will be accumulated.

 Robot Rules

 Do not make any alterations to the design. Program is modifiable.

1-3

Sequential Command Robot

Distance to move 1 second
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This competition uses the sequential command robot to knock down the plates.

Title : Take the Flags

10cm

10cm

15cm

2. Robot Competition

 Game Method

 Use the robot to knock down the sticks.

 Game Rules

 Input the directions on the robot as the judge’s signal.

 Press the START button on the judge’s signal.

 The distance between the sticks must be all 10cm.

 Set the sticks and robot apart within a 15cm distance.

 Command input must not exceed 10 inputs.

 10 Points for white sticks and 10 points for sticks with gray rivets.

 All robots must cease action for game to end.

  Game will continue even if the robots bump into each other and a run is 

disqualified if robots leave the game area.

 Robot Rules

 Do not make any alterations to the design.

 Program is modifiable.

  Please refer to the [Practical Phase] for details on increasing the number of 

inputs on the robot.

T i P

1-3 Practical Phase
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1-3

Sequential Command Robot

Below are alphabet stickers on the grid.

Make the robot move so as to make a three letter word. Place the robot anywhere to start. 

Then, fill in the boxes with the buttons used to move the robot in this path.

directional 
button

Word

3
Problem Solving

Starting Point 

Starting Point 

Starting Point

BAY B
R U L

1. Enhance your problem solving skills.
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This time, this is a grid with numbers on it. 

Make the robot move to get its total. Place the robot on #1 to start.

1-3 Practical Phase

7 buttons were input to move the robot. 

The robot follows the highest numbers.

* Path :

* Total :

7 buttons were input to move the robot. 

The robot follows the lowest numbers.

* Path :

* Total :

Problem 1

Problem 2
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1-3

Sequential Command Robot

The method that the sequential robot uses to process input commands in order can be 

categorized. Let’s learn about stack and queue that process commands.

    Stacking

 A stack refers to a pile or a mound of something.

  When washing dishes you stack them up and wash the dishes was stacked last and work 

you way down to the dish that was stacked first.

In other words, the first data or command turns up 

last. This is also referred to as first-in last-out (FILO) 

principle. This is mainly used to express a computer’s 

memory space. Normally, when we organize things, 

we organize so that the nearest one is the easiest to 

reach or use. This is like the first person getting off 

a car was the last one to get on. 

    Queuing

 Queuing has a different entrance and exit order from stacking.

  This is the same order people in line at a grocery store. Customers in front of the line get 

their groceries processed first; last people in line get their groceries processed last.

 In other words, the first one in is processed first and last one is processed last. 

  This is also referred to as first-in first-out (FIFO) principle. This is the most widely-used 

processing method sequential, and this is the method used by the sequential command 

robot.

RDU L RDU LDU L R

R U

2. Learn the science behind robots 
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Basic Phase 2-1

Bug Fighter Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot

???

2-1 [Basic Phase] Create a robot that detects other robots and pushes them out

2-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm that follows black lines using infrared sensor arrays

2-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively solve problems with the bug fighter

2. Bugbot knows 
    how to win the battle

Robot does not fall out of the arena and 

pushes the other robot out.
A bug fighter robot?

Learning 

Objectives!
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2-1

Basic Phase 2-1

Bug Fighter Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot

???

2-1 [Basic Phase] Create a robot that detects other robots and pushes them out

2-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm that follows black lines using infrared sensor arrays

2-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively solve problems with the bug fighter

2. Bugbot knows 
    how to win the battle

Robot does not fall out of the arena and 

pushes the other robot out.
A bug fighter robot?

Learning 

Objectives!
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There are times where we bump into objects while parking because we didn’t see it. 

This is more difficult at night when it is dark. It would be very comfortable and convenient if 

our cars can look around for us. 

The sensors pictured above are usually mounted in the back of cars to serve as eyes for 

humans. There are many other types of sensors that can act as human eyes, hands, and ears 

to detect objects.

Let’s find some real life examples that use sensors and write down their roles.

1. Think about it

1
Planning

2-1 Basic Phase 

Elevator

Calculates the total weight when there are many 

people and sends out a warning when overloaded.
weight sensor
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A beetle is an insect that has 6 legs making it easy for them to climb trees or uneven terrains.

It has an antennae that helps detect food and enemies. Let’s make a bug fighter robot that 

traces black lines and moves according to how it’s programmed.

Find out what parts are required

A rotating motor (wheel) to enable a robot to walk 

      If you assemble a plate and rivet to a rotating motor, you can make a robot walk.

Most mobile robot used wheels, but depending on the environment and usage, some use 

legs. Walking robots can be divided into a biped, quadruped, or 6-legged, depending on the 

number of legs. The bug fighter we are about to make is a quadruped, 6-legged, or more, 

depending.

2. Introduce your robot

An IR Sensor to detect the black lines

By using an IR sensor that sends and 

detects infrared rays, you can use it to 

detect black lines and measure distance 

from the sensor to the object.

2-1

Bug Fighter Robot

             

Beetle Bug Fighter robot 
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IR SENSOR ARRAY

BATTERY BOX PARALLEL POWER BOARD IR SENSOR

DUAL BRACKET-L(K)

RIVET-L(GR) RIVET(GR) RIVET(K) RIVET(Y) RIVET-IDLE WASHER

L JOINT R JOINT

HORN-SPACER

1. Parts required 

2
Let’s get started!

2-1 Basic Phase 
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2-1

WAIT! Read before assembling.

2. Building a robot

PLATE 12X9 PLATE 10X8 PLATE 5X12(GR)

PLATE 3X7(GR) PLATE 3X5(GR) PLATE 2X8(GR) PLATE 1X11(GR)

PLATE 5X5(GR)

BAT-CABLE

Observe and know the exact location of the assembly on the plate.

Make sure to differentiate between the longer and shorter part of the 

Dual Bracket-L(K)  when assembling.

One bad assembly will affect the entire robot’s balance.

Be sure to push the 5P Cable-15  properly in place.

Pay close attention to the assembly direction for the Horn-Spacer .

OVERALL

Bug Fighter Robot



13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

54 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

RIVET-IDLE

RIVET(GR) PLATE 1X11(GR)

PLATE 2X8(GR)

PLATE 2X8(GR)

HORN-SPACER

PLATE 2X8(GR)

RIVET-IDLE

RIVET(GR)

WASHER

WASHER

2-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

55

HORN-SPACER

WASHER

PLATE 2X8(GR)

RIVET-IDLE

Bug Fighter Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

56 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

PLATE 12X9

2-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

57

PARALLEL POWER BOARD

PLATE 12X9

PLATE 3X7(GR)

RIVET(GR)

IR SENSOR

PLATE 1X11(GR)

RIVET-L(GR)

RIVET-IDLE

WASHER

Bug Fighter Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

WASHER

RIVET-IDLE

RIVET-L(GR)

PLATE 1X11(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 5X5(GR)

RIVET(GR)

BATTERY BOX

2-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

59

PORT 2

PORT 2

BAT-CABLE

Bug Fighter Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

RIVET(K)
RIVET(K)

DUAL
BRACKET-L(K)

DUAL
BRACKET-L(K)

DUAL
BRACKET-L(K)

DUAL
BRACKET-L(K)

DUAL
BRACKET-L(K)

DUAL
BRACKET-L(K)

PLATE 3X5(GR)

PLATE 3X5(GR)

RIVET-L(GR)

RIVET-L(GR)

PLATE 3X7(GR)

RIVET-L(GR)

PLATE 3X5(GR) RIVET(K)

RIVET(K)

PLATE 3X5(GR) PLATE 3X5(GR)

RIVET-L(GR)

2-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

61

BATTERY BOX

RIVET(GR)

Bug Fighter Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

IR SENSOR ARRAY

2-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

63Bug Fighter Robot
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5cm

Auto-set Button
5cm

 Download BIO_STEM_BugFighter1_EN.tsk to robot.

 Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

 Press START  to begin

3. Robot in motion

Download Sample Program

Now let’s see how the bug fighter robot moves.

Auto-setting the IR sensor array.

The IR sensor array has a function that adjust for the black line and white background 

to set the value.(Detailed information will be available in Chapter 4 under Line Tracer.)

Because the bug fighter robot moves with legs not wheels, the height of the sensor 

from the floor varies.  Use the method below to ensure a stable detection value.

 Place the robot on the floor then turn the robot on.

 Based on the IR sensor array, hold up the robot about 5cm (2 inches) above the floor, 

 and when the LED on the PLAY  mode starts blinking, press the auto setting button.

  Once the IR sensor array’s LED starts blinking, maintain the robot 5cm (2 in.) 

above the ground and move it back and forth 3~4 times over the black line like 

the pictures below. (2 inches is the height of a 2x8 plate)   

  After moving it back and forth, place the robot on the floor then press auto set 

button.(Do not move the robot up and down when doing this as it could input 

the wrong value.)

Robot Action

2-1 Basic Phase 
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Place the robot inside the black lines like in the figure below.

When you turn on the robot, you’ll notice that the robot will move around within the 

black lines only.

 Move Forward

 When the IR sensor array does not detect a black line, it will move forward.

 Turn left

  When the IR sensor array detects a black line on its right side, it will move 

backward then move left.

 Turn right

 When the IR sensor array detects a black line on its left side,

 it will move backwards then move turn right.

If we change the method and program used by the bug fighter to work 

on the Line Tracer, will it trace the black lines?

Just a thought!

2-1

Observe the robot

Left Right

Bug Fighter Robot
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1. Problem solving

The bug fighter uses legs instead of wheels to move. 

When moving all 6 legs together, the robot can move forward, backward, left, and right. 

Observe the length of the robot’s leg and learn about the relation between the leg’s length 

and the bot’s stride. What is the difference between a long-legged person and a short-

legged person when walking?

If you assemble the plate lower on leg ② 

than leg ①, the stride will be shorter.

If you assemble connect leg ③ and ① with 

a longer plate, the stride will be longer.

What’s the difference between a beetle with long legs and short legs? 

Think about its walking speed and stability then explain. 

3
Activities

2-1 Basic Phase 

①

②

③

Problem
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Inventing scientific objects by observing shapes and features of animals is 

called bio-mimetic engineering. Thus, observing animals and replicating such 

features are important for inventors. Observe the beetle and draw it as a 

robot. Then, write down the parts you need to build one. 

2-1

Layout

CharacteristicsRequired parts 

Robot Name : 

Layout

L Joint, R Joint Connect the joints to make a long 

adjustable antennae.

CharacteristicsRequired parts 

Sample

Robot Name : Bug Fighter with Long Antennae

Bug Fighter Robot
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A 4-bar-linkage mechanism is made up of a crank axis and reciprocating motion follower that 

rotates around a fixed center. What kind of structure does a bug fighter have?

Reciprocating 
Motion

Saddle

Large 
Sprocket

Fixed Link

Follower

Crank

Rotational Motion  

The bug fighter robot has a fixed link attached to a wheel 

doing a circular motion enabling it to move the robot. 

This reciprocating motion form and connection structure 

is similar to a 4-bar-linkage mechanism. This 4-bar crank 

mechanism is widely used for windshield wipers, pedals on 

a sewing machine, train wheels, and bicycle pedals.

A : Rotational Motion  

B : Fixed Link

C : Translational

  Reciprocating Motion

This is a picture of a huge bar linkage used in a big building or 

public place to close doors. This is used to conserve energy by 

keeping doors closed in the summer and winter to keep the 

optimum temperature. 

It comes in handy when preventing fire from spreading If it 

starts from inside the building.

What technique is being used in this link motion?

The device connected to the door and wall is made up of 4 linkages. 

This device is called a 4-bar crank mechanism.

C

BA

2-1 Basic Phase 

Coupling Rod

Fixed Link

Follower

Crank

Fixed Link

Coupling Rod Reciprocating Motion

Rotational Motion

Crank

Follower

Applications Phase 2-2

Bug Fighter Robot

Learning robot programming 

2. Learn the technology robots behind the robot
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2-1

Applications Phase 2-2

Bug Fighter Robot

Learning robot programming 
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1. Think about it.

Have you ever raised a dog?

Dogs are known to be man’s best friend. They will happily wag their tails 

when you come home and chase away thieves and strangers by barking 

and biting them at times. People react differently to different situations 

like dogs do. When we purchase things or wear clothes, we choose them 

based on conditions. 

When we wake up in the morning and prepare ourselves for school, think of situations 

that can happen and how you would respond.

1
Program Basics

Take an umbrella to schoolRain

2-2 Applications Phase 
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2-2

Let’s look into the algorithm for the bug 

fighter.

First, here’s the algorithm for the [Basic 

Phase].

The algorithm for [Application Phase]

Depending on the detected location 

on the IR sensor array, this algorithm 

moves left or right.

Bug Fighter Robot

This algorithm turns right when 

the sensor detects something on 

the left, and turns left when it 

detects something on the right, so 

as to avoid the line.

2. Let’s find out about algorithms
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1. Let’s learn programming

The program from [Applications Phase] is described in the steps below.

The commands below will execute when the conditions are TRUE.

2
Programming

2-2 Applications Phase 

#1 #2 #6 #7

Condition A  : Makes a sudden left turn 

when #1~#2 detect a black line.

Condition B  : Makes a sudden right turn 

when #6~#7 detect a black line.

Condition C  : Calls upon “Follow Black Line” 

when conditions  A and  B do not apply.
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When the IR sensor array detects 

a black l ine through one or 

several of its IR sensors 1~7, it 

will mark a “1” for each of those 

affected sensors (“0”, otherwise), 

and send the complete result for 

all 7 sensors to the controller via 

the variable “black_result”.  Next, 

this overall result is split into 7 

independent variables “black_1” 

through “black_7” to be used 

later to check the status of each 

IR sensor independently of each  

other.

Below is how the bug fighter robot uses the IR sensor array to detect and 

follow the black line.

The parameters “black_1” through “black_7” are 

later used in conditional statements to determine 

the appropriate maneuvers to take by the robot, 

depending on the status of those 7 parameters.

2-2

Bug Fighter Robot
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Application 
Description

Commands “if”, “else if”, and “Else” consists of 

conditional clauses. Below is the structure for “if” and 

“else if.”

Below is a situation where a person must decide 

which transportation method to take, based on time 

available.. 

Let’s learn about the command “condition” used in the bug fighter robot.

The bug fighter in the [Applications Phase] uses 3 conditions to control the robot’s movement. 

These 3 commands are executed when the designated conditions are met.(i.e. TRUE)

The “IF - ELSE IF – ELSE” structure is used when ONLY 

1 among several unique conditions can be TRUE at 

any one time. When a particular condition is TRUE, 

only the commands attached to it are executed. Use 

the IF statement for the first condition, and the ELSE-

IF statement for subsequent condition(s). Reserve 

ELSE to the last condition to be checked.IF = if

ELSE IF = else if

ELSE = else

If (Appointment = Late)
{
   Take Taxi
}
Else If (Appointment = On time)
{
   Take Bus
} 
Else 
{
  Walk
  }

2-2 Applications Phase 

TAXI
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For a bug fighter robot to trace a black line, it needs to repeatedly check 

this condition. To repeatedly check a condition and carry out the attached 

command, what command would you need?

Just like a squirrel running in its barrel, all commands 

between the start and end brackets.

Below is a program for a crossing gate at every street 

intersession where a train passes by. When the train 

approaches the crossing gate goes down and it goes 

up when the train has passed through. 

Application 
Description

2-2

Endless Loop
{
   If (Train = Coming)
    { 
       Lower Crossing Gate
     }
Else If (Train = Not Coming)
     {
        Raise Crossing Gate
     }
}

Bug Fighter Robot

Screen Output of 
the IR Sensor Value

If, there were no “endless loop” the condition would 

be checked just once and so “if” or “else if” are executed 

also once.

The program below uses an “endless loop” to 

continuously check for the output the IR sensor’s values 

(PORT #1 and #2)..
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2. Robot in motion

Now let’s see how the sequential command robot moves.

          Download BIO_STEM_BugFighter2_EN.tsk to robot.

          Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

          Press START  to begin

          Auto set the IR Sensor Array

          Use the same method to detect the IR value as in [Basic Phase]

          Moves in the CCW (counter clock wise) direction

          Uses the IR array sensors #1~#3 and follows the black line on the left.

          Moves in the CW (clock wise) direction

          Uses the IR array sensors #5~#7 and follows the black line on the right.

          Moves forward

          Moves forward in a straight line using sensors #3~#5.

2-2 Applications Phase 

Download Sample Program

Robot Action

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7
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The numbers in the left box is the speed of the motor (wheel) 

when rotating. The numbers 0~1023 rrepresent sped which can 

be adjusted and 0 stands for stop.

1. Problem Solving

The program below is a portion from the bug fighter robot program. The maneuver speed  

changes depending on the detected sensor’s location, so it moves along the black line is 

well.

The function above executes the commands below when appropriate detections occur. 

2-2

IR Sensor Array
Left 

Motor
Right
Motor

Movement Description

When #2 detected 0 650 Makes a left turn with its left leg is fixed

When #3 detected 200 650 Reduces the rotation speed of the left wheel and makes a gentle left turn

When #4 detected 650 650 Both wheels move forward fast.

When #5 detected 650 200 Reduces speed of the right wheel and makes a gentle right turn

When #6 detected 650 0 Makes a right turn with its right leg is fixed 

3
Program Application

Bug Fighter Robot
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The beetle uses its eyes and antennaes to find food, but sometimes use it to 

avoid and fight enemies too. 

Just as a beetle beetle fights and pushes away other beetles out of its 

territory, can the bug fighter detect and push other robots away from its 

zone?

Let’s learn about the relationship between the bug fighter’s motor’s speed value and its 

walking direction. 

Change the speed on the left box below according to the chart and check how the robot 

moves. Then, fill in the empty spaces.

Condition When moving in a straight path When moving in a curved path

#1

#2

Just a thought!

High Speed Normal Speed

Condition #1 650    650 200    500

Condition #2 650    800 200    100

2-2 Applications Phase 
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The IR sensor array on the bug fighter is used to detect objects, 

and can be regarded as an antenna. Try assembling the IR sensor array in 

different locations for different uses. 

2-2

Bug Fighter Robot

Robot Name :

Layout

Layout

Assemble the IR sensor array to make it face forward. 

This wider sensor can be used to detect how large an object is. 

Ways to avoid big objects can be different depending on its size.

Characteristics

Characteristics

Robot Name : Size Detecting Bug Fighter Robot
Sample
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There is a mathematical principle behind the IR sensor array used by the bug fighter robot.

The IR sensor is made up of a transmitter that sends out infrared light and a receiver receives 

the reflected infrared light. The reflected ray lets you know about the presence of an object 

or not, and even how far it is,  provided that the object does not have a very dark color, as 

the IR sensor function is based on the “intensity” of the reflected ray.  In the figure below, 

even though the true physical distance between the floor is the same for both white and 

black areas, the IR sensor would receive less reflection from the black area and this property 

is later used for the robot to differentiate between white and black.

For example, if  the white 

reflection value is 500 and 

the black reflection is 10, 

a threshold value between 

250~300 would be good to 

use to detect the presence of 

the black line.

Based on the middle value, greater will be white and less will be black. 

For example, if the white reflection value is 500 and black reflection is 10, the middle value 

must be 250~300 to properly detect the black line.

2. Robot Math

However, in order to properly and stably detect the black 

line, it is helpful to know the properties of the entire floor.

In order to do this, you must measure and calculate sensor 

data several times and the IR sensor array supports this 

function. By moving the robot back and forth like in the 

image on the left, the sensor automatically collect data and 

computes an average data.

Formula to get average

= (1st Check + 2nd Check + 3rd Check) ÷ 3

Amount of White Reflection Amount of Black Reflection Sensor Value

1st Check 600 10 305

2nd Check 500 50 275

3rd Check 700 100 400

Final Value 326

Practical Phase 2-3

Bug Fighter Robot

Creatively solve problems

2-2 Applications Phase 

IR Transmitter IR Receiver IR Transmitter IR Receiver

Less ReflectionGreat Reflection

White Floor Black Floor
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2-2

딱정벌레로봇

Practical Phase 2-3

Bug Fighter Robot

Creatively solve problems
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Robot Combat is a competition that uses a standard 

arena the goal is to wirelessly control a robot to lead 

the opponent into a trap or to prevent it from moving. 

In order to win this game, you will need a strong 

motor and control skills along with a good strategy.

The spinner type robot uses its rotating blade to attack the opponent, and the wedge type 

robot uses its low-clearance inclined wedge to scoop or to push away the opponent. 

Draw a design or your robot with different functions and structures and describe its 

characteristics.

1. Think about it.

[ Design for a battle robot ] [ Characteristics ]

1
Basics of problem solving 

2-3 Practical Phase

Spinner type robot Wedge type robot
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2-3

Think about the movements of the bug fighter robot used in the [Practical Phase]. 

Instead of the IR sensor array used in the [Basic Phase] and [Applications Phase], the 

[Practical Phase] uses single IS sensor to stay within the black lines and to push the 

opponent out. 

          Download BIO_STEM_BugFighter3_EN.tsk to robot.

          Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

          Press START  to begin

          Move Forward

  If the center sensor detects the opponent or does not detect a black line,  

it moves forward.

          Turn Left

  While moving forward, if the right sensor detects a black line,  

it moves backward then turns left.

          Turn Right

  While moving forward, if the left sensor detects a black line,  

it moves backward then turns right.

          Find Opponent

  If the opponent disappears while pushing it,  

it makes a right turn then to find the opponent.

Bug Fighter Robot

Download Sample Program

Observe the movement

Center Sensor

Right SensorLeft Sensor

2. Let’s look into the robot’s movements
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2
2. Troubleshooting

IR SENSOR ARRAY

IR SENSOR L JOINT R JOINT

PLATE 3X7(GR) PLATE 5X12(GR) PLATE 10X8

RIVET(GR)
  

RIVET(Y)

2-3 Practical Phase

1. Make your own robot for a competition
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2-3

Bug Fighter Robot

PORT 1

PORT 5

PORT 1
PORT 5

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(Y)

L JOINT

R JOINT

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(GR) IR SENSOR

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 3X7(GR)

PLATE 5X12(GR)

PLATE 5X12(GR)
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RIVET(GR)

PLATE 10X8

MEMO

2-3 Practical Phase
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2-3

딱정벌레로봇

MEMO
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2. Play a game

The bug fighter does not go outside the black lines and pushes objects detected from the 

center sensor. Try an interesting game using the bug fighter’s features. 

2-3 Practical Phase

Title : Push the Cup

 Game Method

  Push the three cups set outside the black lines within a set time.

 Game Rules

  Set the cups within the grounds at a temporary spot. Robot must not face the 

cups when beginning. 

  The set time is 1 minute. Robots must push the cups past the black line, if 

failing to do, so the robot with the most cups outside the black line wins.

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the design of the robot and program to push the cup out.

 (The size must not be bigger than 20cmx20cm.)

To find the opponent, increase the rotation speed.

T i P
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ｱ3.ｱRobotｱCompetition

Use the robots to push each other out of the ring.

 Game Method

 Push the opponent’s robot out the black lines.

 Game Rules

  Play 3 games. the bot with the consecutive wins is declared winner.  

All 3 games will be consecutive. 

 Simple maintenance permitted but not battery replacements.

 Robot must be placed back to back at start.

  Game continues until one robot goes out the black line, or when three of the 

legs are pushed out.

 Touching the robot or getting flipped will disqualify participant. 

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the design of the robot and program to push the cup out.

 (The size must not be bigger than 20cmx20cm.)

2-3

During this game, being fast is not always best.

Bug Fighter Robot

T i P

Title : Sumo Game!
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1. Enhance your problem solving skills.

Let’s look into the bug fighter robot’s pushing maneuvers. 

When the bug fighter pushes the opponent out, its position and direction are very 

important. Below are several directions to push out a robot.

We learned about spinning fast to find the opponent and also decreasing speed to 

increase friction. Think and write other ways to adjust the program to win.

Which is the best way to push out the opponent? Explain why.

C)Back to back D)Pick up

3
Problem Solving

2-3 Practical Phase

A)Face to face B)Side
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2. Let’s learn about robot science

There are two different types of strength. The strength used to describe how strong a 

person is, is called power, and the strength used in science is force. Force has magnitude and 

direction (called vector), it is used to move some object or change its movement direction the 

direction of something that is not moving. 

Let’s see where force is applied when robots push each other.

2-3

Bug Fighter Robot

Force applied to the right Less force is applied to the left

  Length of arrow : The longer, The stronger

  Direction of arrow : Direction of force applied

  Starting point of arrow : Starting point of force

:  1N:  2N
The blue robot is pushing a box at force 2 and 

the red robot is pushing at 1. Because they are 

pushing in different directions, the blue robot 

with greater force will move the box to the 

right.

The blue robot is pushing a box at force 2 and 

the red robot is pushing at 1. Because both 

robots are pushing to the same direction, the 

box will move to the left.

The robots are pulling the box in different 

directions. In this kind of situation, the box will 

move to the center. This is because when two 

forces combine, the resulting force is greater 

than each of the components. The movement 

direction is toward the center of the pulling 

robot.

 N is the unit for force called Newton. 
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The right side robot is sliding under 

the left robot. The left robot’s weight is 

adding to the right robot, making friction 

increase and making it less susceptible 

from sliding. On the other hand, the left 

robot is only on two legs now, reducing 

its friction. This makes it easier for the 

left robot to be pushed out.

The left side robot has flipped because its 

center of gravity has shifted back making 

it loose its balance.

Now let’s apply what we learned to do a pushing game!

Picking up the opponent’s robot can also reduce friction to easily push the robot out.

In this game, the stronger blue robot can push 

the weaker red robot out of the black line.

In this game even though both robots are strong, 

because of combined forces and the blue robot's 

position, the blue robot will eventually be pushed 

out.

In this game, even though the blue robot is 

stronger, the red robot can easily trick or push 

out the blue robot because they are in the same 

direction.

2-3 Practical Phase

Sliding under Push and Flip
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3. Prepare for a competition.

Let’s look into different robot competitions that have pushing games. The winning point of 

this game is not only hardware specs and controlling skills, but also team cooperation.

 Game Description

  Normally, these games are for 2 vs 2. It is more advantageous to use features of 

the arena or team strategy to win. Look for the opponent’s weak points and lift 

up or push down on those robots. 

 Robot’s Characteristics

  Use the AX-12A to easily lift up the opponent. The device used to carry the 

opponent can also be used to stand up. Use a Lithium-Polymer battery for a 

light weight and proficient power supply. Use a zigbee/blue tooth module for a 

more stable control of your robot. 

 Program Features

 The remote controller is used to control the robot.

2-3

Bug Fighter Robot

U  Forward  

D  Backward  

L  Pivot Left  

R  Pivot Right  

U + R  Stop Righ Motor + Right Turn

U + L  Stop Left Motor + Left Turn  

D + L  Drag one wheel to make a                     

           reversed left turn  

D + R  Drag one wheel to make a 

           reversed right turn

1  Raise Servo  

3  Turn Servo

2  Get up when fallen on the side

4  Get up when flipped 
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Basic Phase  3-1

Tumbler Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot

3-1 [Basic Phase] Create a robot that can move across uneven and rocky terrains

3-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm that changes forward and backward directions 

                                          based on conditions

3-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively solve problems with the tumbler.

3. Navigating and 
    maneuvering

Robot moves across uneven and rocky terrains and 

can move even when it has flipped.
A tumbler robot?

Learning 

Objectives!
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2-3

Basic Phase  3-1

Tumbler Robot

Design Concepts and Construction of Robot

3-1 [Basic Phase] Create a robot that can move across uneven and rocky terrains

3-2 [Applications Phase] An algorithm that changes forward and backward directions 

                                          based on conditions

3-3 [Practical Phase] Creatively solve problems with the tumbler.

3. Tumbler robot 
    maneuvering  
    rough terrain

Robot moves across uneven and rocky terrains and 

can move even when it has flipped.
A tumbler robot?

Learning 

Objectives!
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The car on the left uses rubber tires that can move across normal paved roads. 

However, it is difficult for this type of wheel to move across uneven, rocky roads. The tank 

on the right uses large flat caterpillar tracks that enable it to move across uneven terrain.

Like this situation, there are proper rolling devices for different roads.

Below are 3 examples of transportation. 

Match the wheel types to the correct means of transportation.

1. Think about it

1
Planning

3-1 Basic Phase 
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3-1

In the [Basic Phase], let’s make a tumbler robot that can go over low objects and avoid high 

objects.

 A caterpillar track to get you across rough terrains.

  Connect several caterpillars then assemble it onto sprockets. The caterpillars may come 

loose while moving if there are too much or too little boards, so use a proper amount 

of caterpillar boards.

Caterpillars are boards connected together to form a continuous chain. They are linked 

together to move like belts with saw-toothed wheels. Caterpillars are used to travel on 

uneven and rocky roads.

2. Introduce your robot

 An IR Sensor to detect objects

  Place the IR sensor on the center of the robot to detect whether the object is low 

enough to pass.

Tumbler Robot

Find out what parts are required

IR SENSOR

Caterpillar Tank Armored Vehicle
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IR SENSOR

PARALLEL POWER BOARD HORN-SPACER

SPROCKET-L

RIVET-L(GR)

RIVET-IDLE WASHER

RIVET(GR) RIVET(Y)

CROSS PULLEY-L DUAL BRACKET-S(W) L JOINT R JOINT CATERPILLAR

BATTERY BOX

1. Parts required

2
Let’s get started!

3-1 Basic Phase 
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3-1

WAIT! Read before assembling.

2. Building a robot

PLATE 12X9 PLATE 12X4 PLATE 5X12(GR) PLATE 5X7(GR)

PLATE 2X7(GR)PLATE 3X7(GR)PLATE 4X5(GR)

BAT-CABLE

Tumbler Robot

Observe and know the exact assembly location of the IR SENSOR  and 
PARALLEL POWER BOARD .

Observe and know the exact assembly location of the SPROCKET-L .

Properly assemble the PARALLEL POWER BOARD  ’s cable.

Be sure to properly connect all the cables on the CM-530 . 



13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

100 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

L JOINT

PLATE 12X4

RIVET(GR)

IR SENSOR

3-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

101

IR SENSOR

PARALLEL POWER BOARD

SPROCKET-L

RIVET-IDLE

WASHER

CROSS PULLEY-L

RIVET-L(GR)

RIVET-L(GR)

CROSS PULLEY-L

CROSS PULLEY-L

RIVET(GR)

Tumbler Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

102 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

PLATE 12X9

PLATE 5X12(GR)

PLATE 3X7(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 4X5(GR)

3-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

103

HORN-SPACER

Tumbler Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

104 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

3-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

105

RIVET(GR)

BATTERY
BOX

Tumbler Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

106 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

PORT 3

PORT 4

PORT 3 PORT 4

PORT 1

BAT-CABLE

3-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

107

PORT 1

CROSS PULLEY-L

SPROCKET-L

RIVET-L(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)

PLATE 5X12(GR)

IR SENSOR

PLATE 5X7(GR)

Tumbler Robot
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

108 13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR)
RIVET(GR)

RIVET(GR) RIVET(GR)

RIVET(Y)

RIVET(Y)

R JOINT

PLATE 2X7(GR)

PLATE 5X7(GR)

PLATE 2X7(GR)

DUAL BRACKET-S(W)

DUAL BRACKET-S(W)

PLATE 5X7(GR)

RIVET(Y)

L JOINT

3-1 Basic Phase 
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Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

13경로로봇

Assembly 
Manual

Assembly 
Manual

109

CATERPILLAR

Tumbler Robot
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	 Download BIO_STEM_Tumbler1_EN.tsk to	robot.

	 Press	the	 MODE 	button	repeatedly	to	move	to	 PLAY .

	 Press	 START 	to	begin

3. Robot motion

Download Sample Program

Observe the robot

Now	let’s	see	how	the	tumbler	robot	moves.

Place	a	big	box	in	front	of	the	robot	and	test.	

Because	the	robot	is	unable	to	go	above	the	box,	it	will	push	then	change	directions.

When	the	 robot	comes	across	an	object	 too	big,	 it	will	push	 for	3	seconds	 then	

change	directions.	The	reason	is	because	when	the	IR	sensor	detects	an	object	for	3	or	

more	seconds,	it	will	regard	the	box	as	being	too	big	and	avoid	it.	

          Move across uneven rocky roads

										Place	some	books	like	in	the	image	below	and	test.	

Robot Action

3-1 Basic Phase 
second 

second 
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3-1

Now, use objects that it can or can not go over and observe its movement. Place the big box 

right in front of the robot and place the object that it can go over on the left side then start. 

What will happen if the tumbler flips over while going over a rocky road? 

Can it move even though it has flipped?

Just a thought!

Tumbler Robot

[Basic Phase] The tumbler knows whether or not it can go over an object or not, and also 

moves across uneven and rocky terrains. Now, test the robot in corners, dead ends, and 

rocky roads or paths.
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1. Problem solving

The tumbler can use the left and right caterpillars to change its direction. Below are some 

explanations for the movement of the caterpillars when moving forward.

To move forward, the left sprockets must 

make a CCW rotation.

To move forward, the right sprockets must make 

a CW rotation.

Please refer to the direction of the motor when moving forward and circle the 

proper direction.

3
Activities

direction A(Left Caterpillar) B(Right Caterpillar)

　Turn Left CW      CCW       0 CW      CCW       0 

　Turn Right CW      CCW       0 CW      CCW       0 

　Pivot Left CW      CCW       0 CW      CCW       0 

　Pivot Right CW      CCW       0 CW      CCW       0 

　Backward/Reverse CW      CCW       0 CW      CCW       0 

3-1 Basic Phase 

Problem
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3-1

Changing the design of an existing invention is also an invention technique. 

Draw the new layout of how you would want to change your robot and 

explain its features.

Tumbler Robot

Robot Name : 

Layout

Characteristics

Layout

Break down the 2 long caterpillars into 4, then, connect them. 

Use the front and back caterpillars to change directions and it can be used as a 

snow mobile with a steering mechanism.

Characteristics

Robot Name : Snow Mobile with a Steering Device
Sample
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Applications Phase 3-2

Tumbler Robot

Learning robot programming

2. Learn the technology behind robots

Let’s learn about the caterpillar tracks used in the tumbler robot. Below are some images of 

caterpillars made of steel connected with pins. Wrist watches have a similar appearance.

A tumbler with such features uses this method to travel to different places. 

The robot on the left clear mines. It uses caterpillar tracks so that it can go anywhere mines 

are found. When it finds mines, the person controlling the robot uses the camera and 

grippers to eliminate them. It is also used to navigate inside dangerous places as well. 

The tumbler uses sprockets and caterpillar tracks. 

Sprockets have saw-shapes connected to each other 

enabling them to rotate like wheels. Depending on the 

width of the board on the caterpillar and position of the 

connected sprockets, at different angles of which robots

can climb are different. This structure is the same as 

found on the pedals on a bicycle.

3-1 Basic Phase 

Chain

Sprocket
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3-1

Applications Phase 3-2

Tumbler Robot

Learning robot programming
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1. Think about it.

The double-sided fry-pan uses the adding invention method. 

When using one-sided normal pans, we have to flip the food 

over to cook the food well. With a double-sided pan, we can 

also flip it over and use it without dripping any oil or food.

You can switch the sprocket’s assembled location and program in the [Applications Phase] 

tumbler, and it will still work.  

Think of real life devices that use the double-sided pan method.

1
Program Basics

Name : Double-sided driver

Characteristics :  One end is a phillip screwdriver, 

              and the other end is a flat head screw driver.

Name : 

Characteristics : 

Name : 

Characteristics : 

Name : 

Characteristics : 

3-2 Applications Phase  
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3-2

Let’s look into the algorithm for the tumbler that climbs over objects that are low and avoid 

those that are too tall. 

This command is for the [Applications Phase].

This command moves the robot 

backward when an object is 

detected for 3 seconds then turns 

it left. When nothing is detected, 

it keeps moving forward.

In the [Basic Phase], when the robot 

has flipped, it moves in the forward 

direction as previously set.

2. Let’s find out about algorithms

Tumbler Robot
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1. Let’s learn programming

     : The IR sensor connected in port #3 detects objects in front of the robot

     : The IR sensor connected in port #4 detects when the robot has flipped

Executes A when sensor B 

detects something – Normal drive

Executes B when sensor B does 

not detect anything – Flipped drive

To understand the program from [Applications Phase], let’s take a look at the ports and

assembly locations.

The [Application Phase] program is processed in the steps below.

2
Programming

A

B

3-2 Applications Phase  
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3-2

Calls “Forward” function during normal drive Calls “Backward” when flipped

Executes “Backward” and “Pivot Left” when 

an object is detected for 3 seconds

Executes “Backward” and “Pivot Left” 

when an object is detected for 3 seconds

A B

Tumbler Robot

ID #1 : CCW

ID #2 : CW

ID #1 : CW

ID #2 : CCW

ID #1 

ID #2 ID #1 

ID #2 

Whether in a normal or flipped condition, the directions of the motors’ rotation must be set 

opposite to each other to allow motion in different directions.
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Application 
Description

Let’s learn about the commands “make function” and “call” used in the tumbler robot.

Because the bug fighter uses the same movement command several times based on, it uses 

functions. 

Frequently used definitions and programs can be used 

conveniently through “make function.”

Because the “make function” must differentiate 

sections, it must use a start ({ ) and end ( }). Frequently 

used commands can be input into the sections.

The “make function” is used several times in a 

program, so different function names must be used.

If the motor’s movement direction is made into a function, 

it is very convenient to control the tumbler robot to move in 

different conditions

Save contacts and make 

short dials for convenience.

‘Function’ Command Format

3-2 Applications Phase  

	
1.  Do not make duplicate  

function names

2.  Do not use space bar or  

special characters (!,@,#,$, etc)

3.  Do not use numbers at  

the beginning of names

[ Rules for making “Functions” ]
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3-2

A frequently used movement command has been made with the “make 

function.” Then, how can we use this function?

“Call” is a command we can call upon each time we 

need it.

The user must create a name for “make function” just 

like “function.” Please refer to the “Rules for making 

Functions.” 

It is very convenient because you can simply choose from 

the list.

Application 
Description

Think about an electronic 

piano that has different 

instrument sounds. 

I t  has  the sounds for 

violin, flute, etc… The 

sounds are saved under 

the buttons.

‘Call’ Command Format

Tumbler Robot

Call on “user function 1” 

and execute, then come 

back up again into the 

main program, then call 

on  the  next  funct ion 

which is “user function 2.”
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2. Make the robot move

Now let’s see how the tumbler robot moves.

           Download BIO_STEM_Tumbler2_EN.tsk to robot.

           Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

           Press START  to begin

         Normal drive

 Press START  like in [Basic Phase] then place the robot down.

 Changes direction when it detects an object bigger than itself for 3 seconds.

      

         Flipped drive

 Pick up a robot in normal drive mode then flip. 

 Even thought it has been flipped, it will still move in the same direction.

   

 Changing directions during drive

  Place your hand on top of the IR sensor, then the robot will change direction then 

move back.

 The sensor detects greater value than the set value, so it moves in normal drive.

Download Sample Program

Robot Action

3-2 Applications Phase  
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3-2

1. Problem Solving

The program below is a portion from the tumbler robot. Let’s look into this tumbler’s 

function and command for detecting objects and moving them.

Change the rotation angle of the 

robot. If you change the time value 

for the timer in the program, the 

execution time will change as well. If 

you control the rotation speed with the 

timer, the rotation angle will broaden.

Make a function where the robot moves 

backward while making a left turn. 

Use “create function” to change the rotation 

direction and speed of motors #1~#2.

This is the tumbler’s “forward” function.

The direction of motor #1 and #2 and the 

movement speed are marked.

3
Program Application

Tumbler Robot

After detecting an object, if it continues to 

be detected for 3 seconds, the robot will 

move backward and make a left turn.

It will turn left until 0.7 second time has 

elapsed.
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The tumbler in the [Applications Phase] moves in the same forward 

direction even though it is flipped. To enable the robot to move in the 

opposite direction, how must we rotate the direction of the motor?

Let’s learn about the relationship between the bug fighter’s motor’s speed value and 

direction.

Use the modified program to carry out the mission below.

This mission lets the tumbler make a left backward turn and change direction when it 

decides it can not go over an object.

In order to carry out this mission, make a function that makes a left backward turn for 0.5 

seconds then write an “O” where the function should be placed.

Just a thought!

3-2 Applications Phase  

[ Function Portion ] [ Condition Portion ]

① (                )

② (                )
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The IR sensor assembled on the tumbler plays an important role in detecting 

objects. Change the location of the IR sensor to use it for various functions. 

Tumbler Robot

Layout

Characteristics

Robot Name : 

Layout

Assemble two IR sensors to the front part of the robot. Use the sensors so that 

the robot makes different kinds of turn depending  on which sensor detects an 

object.

Characteristics

2 pieces

Robot Name : Size Measuring Caterpillar
Sample
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The tumbler uses 4 sprockets to go over objects and slopes. Can this be done with just 

chains and sprockets? Let’s learn about what mathematical principles are behind this.

Through this experiment, we have learned the importance of the sprocket’s angle.

2. Robot Math

Practical Phase 3-3

Tumbler Robot

Creatively solve problems

Front? Back?

3-2 Applications Phase  

120degrees

120degrees

80degrees

80degrees

30degrees

30degrees

A Sprocket

Connect the sprockets in a straight line to make a square shape like the image below. 

Let’s find out how it changes when the angle of sprocket A is changed to 30˚, 80˚ and 120˚.

80degrees

120degrees

If the angle of sprocket A is over 120˚, the 

first sprocket would not be able to go over 

the object and will only push it. 

If the angle of sprocket A is over 80˚, the 

caterpillar will vertically push down the  

object. Thus, the resistance of the chain 

must increase to even get a chance at 

moving over the object.  

If the angle of sprocket A is over 30˚, the first caterpillar will unevenly touch the object first. 

Then, the resistance of the chain and the robot’s force will enable it to go over the object.
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3-2

Practical Phase 3-3

Tumbler Robot

Creatively solve problems

Front? Back?
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A subway train is one of the main public transportation that is being used to believe traffic 

congestion in most cities. 

When the subway arrives at its final destination, it cannot rotate to bring the front car to the 

back, so the last car and front car both act as the main control room for efficiency. 

Let’s look for examples in our daily life that use rails or lines and move in up and down or 

sideways.

1. Think about it.

1
Basics of problem solving

3-3 Practical Phase

Uses a line connected from the top floor to the lower floor to 

move floor by floor.
Elevator
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2. Let’s look into the robot’s movements

Let’s learn about the tumbler in its [Practical Phase].  

Unlike the tumbler in the [Application Phase], the tumbler in the [Practical Phase] does not 

move in the same direction when it’s flipped.

Below is sprocket’s rotation direction in the [Practical Phase]. 

You’ll see that it is opposite of the [Applications Phase].

          Download BIO_STEM_Tumbler3_EN.tsk to robot.

          Press the MODE  button repeatedly to move to PLAY .

          Press START  to begin

          Normal drive

          Press START  then place the robot down.

          Changes direction when it detects an object bigger than itself for 3 seconds.

          Flipped drive

          Pick up the robot in normal drive mode then flip. 

          Even though it has been flipped, it still moves in the same direction.

Direction ID #1 ID #2

[Applications Phase] Moves forward as flipped CW CCW

[Practical Phase] Moves forward as flipped CCW CW

Tumbler Robot

Download Sample Program

Observe the movement

ID #1

ID #2
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1. Make your own robot for a competition

Use the direction changing function of the tumbler in a game.

2
Troubleshooting

 Game Method

  When the tumbler comes to a dead end, make it find its way out and back to a 

safe zone.

 Game Rules

 Place 3 boxes as in the image above.

 Robot must start within 5 seconds after the START button has been pressed.

 Robot must move by touching the boxes.

  After the robot makes its way out of the dead end, it must get back to safe 

zone A or B.

 Robot Rules

  Adjust the design of the robot and program for the game.

      (The size of the robot must be smaller than the width of the box.)

Use the timer value learned in [Applications Phase] to enjoy this game.

T i P

3-3 Practical Phase

Title : Escape the Dead End

B

A
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3-3

Unlike other robots, the tumbler uses chains to move about. 

The resistance can be higher depending on the terrain features. 

Use the tumbler to do a tug-of-war.

Tumbler Robot

Title : Tug-of-war

 Game Method    

  The robot that pulls the opponent closest or past the center boundary mark wins 

the game.

 Game Rules

    Tie the two tumblers together then start.

    The game begins when the referee moves his hand from the sensor of the robot 

facing up.

    Input program below to start robots simultaneously.

   The robot that pulls the opponent closest or past the central mark wins the 

game.

   If no one wins after 30 seconds, the smaller robot wins.

Robot Rules

   Input program below to start robots simultaneously.

   Adjust the design of the robot and program for the game. 

   

Use the command “condition stand” so that the robots stop when the referee’s hand 

is detected.

The port number of the sensor facing up may and can be different.

T i P
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2. Play a game

Use the IR sensor on the robot to move the objects.

 Game Method

  The tumbler moves forward then pushes box A past 

 the black line then backs-up in front of box B.

 Game Rules

 Game starts upon the referee’s whistle.

  The starting point is 50cm from the wall. The wall must be 

 perpendicular from the robot to move straight. 

 Box A : 50 pts. Box B : 50 pts. -10 pts each time it bumps into the wall.

 Game Floor Rules

 Assembly the IR sensor according to the colors below for detection.

 Wall, box : white ; boundary line in front of box A : black ; stop mission : white

 Robot Rules

 Adjust the design of the robot and program for the game.

3-3 Practical Phase

A A B

50cm
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1. Enhance your problem solving skills.

The tumbler uses a long chain to go across disconnected paths. Place two boxes like the 

image below and test by moving the boxes further apart. What is the max length at which 

the boxes can be apart for the robot to pass by?

* Longest length apart : (                        ) inches 

What does the tumbler’s caterpillar length and the answer have to do with each other?

Through this experiment, you will learn that the longer the caterpillar, the easier is it for the 

robot to travel over disconnected paths. What other features does the caterpillar have that 

helps go over such paths?

In the left image, this caterpillar structure will have the front part lean forward to get stuck, 

but the right structure enables it to go back up. Thus, angles of the caterpillar play an 

important role in the paths that they can move in.

3
Problem Solving

20cm

Tumbler Robot
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If the length of the disconnect path is greater than the robot’s length, adjusting the 

caterpillar’s angle will not help it get across the disconnected path. 

In this case, the robot must change directions. 

The program below uses 2 IR sensors to find its way out and move away.

Now, the two IR sensor need to be assembled. 

Select where IR sensors connected to ports 1 and 2 must be assembled.

Sensor connected to PORT #1 :  

Sensor connected to PORT #2 : 

Reason : 

3-3 Practical Phase

CBA D
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2. Let’s learn about robot science

The purpose of most transportation systems using caterpillar 

tracks is for transferring heaving objects. 

Thus, unless people are driving it, it is carried by bigger 

trucks. What would happen if tanks and heavy equipments 

traveled on the road? 

They would not be able to move across soft ground or mud and would sink. Why is it 

difficult for heavy equipments or means of transportations to use small tires? The reason is 

the surface contact area.

Fill up two triangular flasks with the same amount of water and cover the entrance. 

Then, place them down like the image below on top of a sponge. 

You’ll see that even though the same amount of water is in the flasks and it weighs the same, 

the sponge on the left is pressed down more. 

Pressure is the force that you produce when applied in a direction perpendicular to the 

surface of an object. The formula above shows that even if an object weights a lot, but if 

the object can disperse this weight, the contact will decrease. 

Thus using caterpillar tracks make it easier to move heavy equipments.

Tumbler Robot

Pressure =
Force being pushed down on

 Surface contact area



OLLO STARTER

OLLO EXPLORER

OLLO INVENTOR

Experience autonomous robots using 

controllers and sensors.

With a 12-chapter curriculum, learn about 

the three components of an autonomous 

robot (sensor, controller, and actuator). 

This kit includes basic software algorithms 

which are important components of robots 

too. Through various hands-on activities, 

you’ll find yourself prepared to finally build 

your own robot. 

Create you own robot using servo 

motors and sensors and write your 

own program.  

With a 12-chapter curriculum, learn about the 

concept of control, step by step programming, 

and utilizing various sensors and servo motor. 

Your robot is now ready to execute a special 

task and to be controlled using wireless 

communication. This is what STEM education 

is all about.

Understand the basic concept of 

science and math while making robots 

using geared motors.

With a 12-chapter curriculum, learn about 

the basic concept of power, electricity, 

speed, angle, and center of gravity. Using 

the motor, sprocket, and simple link 

mechanism, you will find various ways 

to make robots move. You’ll realize that 

science and math can be fun.

EDUCATION



BIOLOID PREMIUM

Excellent humanoid walking performance  automatically (Adjusts posture while 
walking)

26 different robot assembly examples and basic motion programs offered 

Includes a gyro sensor, DMS sensor, IR sensor, etc..

Includes a remote controller (Default communication : IR ; you may add zigbee 

or bluetooth) 

Humanoid Skin and Cable Holder

Digital Packet Communication and Organized Wires with Daisy Chain Topology

RoboPlus Software for programming

Versatile Expansion Capability

BIOLOID is a do-it-yourself educational robot kit using modular DC servo blocks.

Build your own robot and upgrade it with enhanced mobility & intelligence.

Inspiring creative minds worldwide, the evolution of BIOLOID continues.



Download examples

Method for using RoboPlus S/W

Robot parts information

http //support.robotis.com ..

Need more help?
Check out ROBOTIS e-Manual

e-Manual


